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Health Warning
• Not Sustainable Consumption
or Production expert
• Not a Quantitative Story
Telling expert

• Presenting work-in-progress
• More questions than answers

I have a new
address. I am
currently living
outside my
comfort zone.
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MAGIC - doing things differently?
• Moving Towards Adaptive
Governance in Complexity:
Informing Nexus Security
• Focus on Water-Energy-FoodEnvironment Nexus
• Using Post-Normal Science
approaches
• Aiming for transdisciplinary
research
• Focus on Quantitative Story
Telling – collective ways of
making meaning
• Flexible approach looking at
nested systems
• Aspiration for change
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MAGIC Conceptual Innovations
• Bio-Economics foundational theory - metabolic pattern of socialecological systems using fund-flow modelling
• With some semiotics thrown in for good measure

• MuSIASEM accounting framework:
• Different types of metabolic flows across levels and scales
• Allows quantitative comparison of non-equivalent descriptive domains
• not reduced to monetary units

• Focus on externalisation - both production factors inside the technosphere
and primary sources/sinks in the biosphere

• Quantitative Story Telling
• Exploring Options
• feasibility (recognising natural limits),
• viability (recognising socio-technical constraints) and
• desirability (recognising social identities, norms and beliefs)

Giampietro et al. 2017: D4.1 Report on Nexus Security using Quantitative Story-Telling
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Applications

Innovations
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Findings – Policy Narratives
• Nexus confirmed as multi-dimensional
• Bio-physical, epistemological or governance challenge

• Need for new metrics
• “Eye-opening” to prove business as usual is no longer possible
• But also recognition that evidence use is partial and political

• Challenging consensus - quantified evidence that
• Circular economy is not circular
• European “security” dependent on externalising production

Giampietro M et al. (2018) D4.2: Report on EU socio-ecological systems
Giampietro M et al. (2018)D4.3: Report on exploratory applications of the MuSIASEM
Toolbox in Quantitative Story-Telling
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Findings – Policy Narratives
• Nexus is ‘everywhere but nowhere’
• Recognition of the issues
• Incompatible with structures and practices

• Niches of opportunities?
• Inter-Service Consultation Groups
• Impact Assessments
• State of Environment Reporting

• Contextual constraints
• New Commission in 2020
• Omnibus Regulations & changing role of Council/Parliament
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Findings – Methodological Challenges
• Flexible framework - handcrafted .v. industrialised tool (delays)
• Availability and management of data at the relevant scales
• Biodiversity – Fund, flow and sink

Dutch End-use matrix
Domestic Consumption

Total
Agriculture
Manufacturing
Energy
Services
Household
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Findings – Methodological Challenges
• Engagement Challenges with EC (with JRC colleagues)
• Formal and informal routes
• Piggy-backing .v. bespoke events
• Self-selecting champions and staff rotation

• Impact on ability to find and use niches
• Epistemological biases
• Effort (conceptual and resources) between
semantic and formal phases
• Different views on how to analyse desirability
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WEFE Nexus: lens for sustainable transitions?
• Socio-ecological systems approach
• Explicit attention to natural capital (biosphere)

• Critique of reductionism
• Nexus has been critiqued as ‘technocratic’
• But can be radical and transformative

• Focus on nexus security
• Neo-liberal justification for status quo
• Or renewed focus on Raworth’s ‘safe operating space’?

• Complexity challenge
• Balancing diagnosing problems and experimenting with potential solutions?
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Shared Challenges or Shared Solutions?
• Methodological
• Completing the modelling cycle (more than once)
• Transdisciplinarity

• Governance
• Changing things using existing levers
• Aligning research with policy windows

• Impact on policy or practice
• Doing it for real
• Responding to end-users or funders (audit)

• Standing on other people’s shoulders
• Does this community have new lessons for us?
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